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1. Introduction

The definition of power quality according to the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) dictionary [159, page 807] is that “power quality is the concept of powering and grounding sensitive equipment in a matter that is suitable to the operation of that equipment.”

In recent years, power quality (PQ) has become a significant issue for both utilities and customers. PQ issues and the resulting problems are the consequences of the increasing use of solid-state switching devices, non-linear and power electronically switched loads, unbalanced power systems, lighting controls, computer and data processing equipment, as well as industrial plant rectifiers and inverters. These electronic-type loads cause quasi-static harmonic dynamic voltage distortions, inrush, pulse-type current phenomenon with excessive harmonics, and high distortion. A PQ problem usually involves a variation in the electric service voltage or current, such as voltage dips and fluctuations, momentary interruptions, harmonics, and oscillatory transients, causing failure or inoperability of the power service equipment. Hence, to improve PQ, a fast and reliable detection of disturbances and sources and causes of such disturbances must be known before any appropriate mitigating action can be taken.

The algorithms for detection and classification of power quality disturbances (PQDs) are generally divided into three main steps: (1) generation of PQDs, (2) feature extraction, and (3) classification of extracted vectors (Üyara et al., 2008; Gaing 2004; Moravej et al., 2010; Moravej et al., 2011a).

It will be evident that the electricity supply waveform, often thought of as composed of pure sinusoidal quantities, can suffer a wide variety of disturbances. Mathematical equations and simulation software such as MATLAB simulink (MATLAB), PSCAD/EMTDC (PSCAD/EMTDC 1997), ATP (ATPDraw for Windows 1998) are usually used for generation of PQ events. To make the study of Power Quality problems useful, the various types of disturbances need to be classified by magnitude and duration. This is especially important for manufacturers and users of equipment that may be at risk. Manufacturers need to know what is expected of their equipment, and users, through monitoring, can determine if an equipment malfunction is due to a disturbance or problems within the equipment itself. Not surprisingly, standards have been introduced to cover this field. They define the types and sizes of disturbance, and the tolerance of various types of equipment to the possible
disturbances that may be encountered. The principal standards in this field are IEC 61000, EN 50160, and IEEE 1159. Standards are essential for manufacturers and users alike, to define what is reasonable in terms of disturbances that might occur and what equipment should withstand. Broad classifications of the disturbances that may occur on a power system are described as follows.

- **Voltage Dips**: The major cause of voltage dips on a system is local and remote faults, inductive loading, and switch on of large loads.
- **Voltage surges**: The major cause of Voltage surges on a system is Capacitor switching, Switch off of large loads and Phase faults.
- **Overvoltage**: The major cause of overvoltage on a system is Load switching, Capacitor switching, and System voltage regulation.
- **Harmonics**: The major cause of Harmonics on a system is Industrial furnaces Non-linear loads Transformers/generators, and Rectifier equipment.
- **Power frequency variation**: The major cause of Power frequency variation on a system is Loss of generation and Extreme loading conditions.
- **Voltage fluctuation**: The major cause of Voltage fluctuation on a system is AC motor drives, Inter-harmonic current components, and Welding and arc furnaces.
- **Rapid voltage change**: The major cause of Rapid voltage change on a system is Motor starting, Transformer tap changing.
- **Voltage imbalance**: The major cause of Voltage imbalance on a system is unbalanced loads, and Unbalanced impedances.
- **Short and long voltage interruptions**: The major cause of Short and long voltage interruptions on a system are Power system faults, Equipment failures, Control malfunctions, and CB tripping.
- **Undervoltage**: The major cause of Undervoltage on a system are Heavy network loading, Loss of generation, Poor power factor, and Lack of var support.
- **Transients**: The major cause of Transients on a system are Lightning, Capacitive switching, Non-linear switching loads, System voltage regulation.

2. **Feature extraction**

There are several reasons for monitoring power quality. The most important reason is the economic damage produced by electromagnetic phenomena in critical process loads. Effects on equipment and process operations can include malfunctions, damage, process disruption and other anomalies (Baggini 2010; IEEE 1995). Troubleshooting these problems requires measuring and analyzing power quality and that leads us to the importance of monitoring instruments in order to localize the problems and find solutions. The critical stage for any pattern recognition problem is the extraction of discriminative features from the raw observation data. The combination of several scalar features forms the feature vector. For the classification of power quality events, the appropriate characteristics should be extracted. These characteristics should be chosen to have low computation time and can separate disturbances with high precision. Therefore, the similarities between these characteristics should be few and the number of them must be low (Moravej et al., 2010; Moravej et al., 2011a). Digital signal processing, or signal processing in short, concerns the extraction of features and information from measured digital signals. A wide variety of signal-processing methods have been developed through
the years both from the theoretical point of view and from the application point of view for a wide range of signals. Some prevalent used signal processing techniques are as follows (Moravej et al., 2010; Moravej et al., 2011a, 2001b; Heydt et al., 1999; Aiello 2005; Mishra et al., 2008):

- Fourier transform
- Short time Fourier transform
- Wavelet transform
- Hilbert transform
- Chirp Z transform
- S transform

More frequently, features extracted from the signals are used as the input of a classification system instead of the signal waveform itself, as this usually leads to a much smaller system input. Selecting a proper set of features is thus an important step toward successful classification. It is desirable that the selected set of features may characterize and distinguish different classes of power system disturbances. This can roughly be described as selecting features with a large interclass (or between-class) mean distance and a small intraclass (or within-class) distance. Furthermore, it is desirable that the selected features are uncorrelated and that the total number of features is small. Other issues that could be taken into account include mathematical definability, numerical stability, insensitivity to noise, invariability to affine transformations, and physical interpretability (Bollen & GU 2006). The signal decomposition and various parametric models of signals, where the extraction of signal characteristics (or features, attributes) becomes easier in some analysis domain as compared with directly using signal waveforms in the time domain.

3. Classification

These features can be used as the input of a classification system. For many real-world problems we may have very little knowledge about the characteristics of events and some incomplete knowledge of the systems. Hence, learning from data is often a practical way of analyzing the power system disturbances. Among numerous methodologies of machine learning, we shall concentrate on a few methods that are commonly used or are potentially very useful for power system disturbance analysis and diagnostics. These methods include:

(a) Learning machines using linear discriminates, (b) probability distribution-based Bayesian classifiers and Neyman-Pearson hypothesis tests, (c) multilayer neural networks, (d) statistical learning theory-based support vector machines, and (e) rule-based expert systems. A typical pattern recognition system consists of the following steps: feature extraction and optimization, selection of classifier topologies (or architecture), supervised/unsupervised learning, and finally the testing. It is worth noting that for each particular system some of these steps may be combined or replaced (Bollen & GU 2006).

Mathematically, designing a classifier is equivalent to finding a mapping function between the input space and the feature space followed by applying some decision rules that map the feature space onto the decision space. There are many different ways of categorizing the classifiers. A possible distinction is between statistical-based classifiers (e.g., Bayes, Neyman-Pearson, SVMs) and non-statistical-based classifiers (e.g., syntactic pattern recognition methods, expert systems). A classifier can be linear or nonlinear. The mapping
function can be parametric (e.g., kernel functions) or nonparametric (e.g., K nearest neighbors) as well. Some frequently used classifiers are listed below:

- Linear machines
- Artificial neural networks
- Bayesian classifiers
- Kernel machines
- Support vector machines
- Rule-based expert systems
- Fuzzy classification systems

4. Signal processing techniques

4.1 Short Time Fourier Transform

The purpose of the signal processing in various applications is to extract useful information through suitable technique. The non-stationary signals, in time-frequency analysis, need a tool that transform a signal into time frequency domain (Gu et al., 2000; Rioul & Vetterli 1991).

Fourier transform of \( x(t)w(t-\tau) \) is defined Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT). It relies on the assumption that the non-stationary signal \( x(t) \) can be segmented into sections confined by a window boundary \( w(t) \) within which it can be treated as the stationary one.

\[
X_w(j\omega, \tau) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} x(t)w(t-\tau)e^{-j\omega t} dt
\]

(1)

where:

\[
w(t) = \begin{cases} 
0 & t < 0, \ t > t_w \\
w(t) & 0 < t < t_w 
\end{cases}
\]

The STFT depicts rime evolution of the signal spectrum by shifted \( w(t) \) in time: \( w(t - \tau) \).

The discrete form of STFT can be expressed by following equation:

\[
X_w(n, m) = \sum_{k=0}^{M-1} x(k)w(k-m)e^{-j\omega n}
\]

(2)

where:

- \( \omega \): an angle between sample,
- \( M \): number of samples within the window.

The STFT as time-frequency analysis technique depends critically on the choice of the window. When a window has been selected for the STFT, the frequency resolution is unique at all frequency (Rioul & Vetterli 1991).

In (Gu et al., 2000) the spectral content as a function of time by using discrete STFT is obtained. Discrete STFT detects and analyses transients in the voltage disturbances by suitable selection of window size. Since the STFT has a fixed resolution at all frequency the interpretation of it terms of harmonics are easier. The band-pass filter outputs from discrete STFT are well associated with harmonics and are suitable for power system analysis. Also the STFT method is compared to wavelet in (Gu et al., 2000). The Authors of (Gu et al., 2000) believes that the choice of these methods depends heavily on particular applications. Overall it appears more favorable to use discrete STFT than dyadic wavelet and Binary-Tree Wavelet Filters (BT-WF) for voltage disturbance analysis.
4.2 Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)
Wavelet-based techniques are powerful mathematical tools for digital signal processing, and have become more and more popular since the 1980s. It finds applications in different areas of engineering due to its ability to analyze the local discontinuities of signals. The main advantages of wavelets is that they have a varying window size, being wide for slow frequencies and narrow for the fast ones, thus leading to an optimal time–frequency resolution in all the frequency ranges (Rioul & Vetterli 1991).

The DWT of a signal \( x \) is calculated by passing it through a series of filters. First the samples are passed through a low pass filter with impulse response \( g \) resulting in a convolution of the two:

\[
y[n] = (x * g)[n] = \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} x[k]g[n-k]. \tag{3}
\]

The signal is also decomposed simultaneously using a high-pass filter \( h \). The outputs giving the detail coefficients (from the high-pass filter) and approximation coefficients (from the low-pass). It is important that the two filters are related to each other and they are known as a quadrature mirror filter. However, since half the frequencies of the signal have now been removed, half the samples can be discarded according to Nyquist’s rule. The filter outputs are:

\[
y_{\text{low}}[n] = \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} x[k]g[2n-k] \tag{4}
\]

\[
y_{\text{high}}[n] = \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} x[k]h[2n+1-k]. \tag{5}
\]

This decomposition has halved the time resolution since only half of each filter output characterizes the signal. However, each output has half the frequency band of the input so the frequency resolution has been doubled. For multi level resolution the decomposition is repeated to further increase the frequency resolution and the approximation coefficients decomposed with high and low pass filters. This is represented as a binary tree with nodes representing a sub-space with different time-frequency localization. The tree is known as a filter bank (Moravej et al., 2010; Moravej et al., 2011a; Rioul & Vetterli 1991).

4.3 The Discrete S-Transform
The short term Fourier transforms (STFT) is commonly used in time-frequency signal processing (Stockwell 1991; Stockwell & Mansinha 1996). However, one of its drawbacks is the fixed width and height of the analyzing window. This causes misinterpretation of signal components with period longer than the window width; also the finite width limits time resolution of high-frequency signal components. One solution is to scale the dimensions of the analyzing window to accommodate a similar number of cycles for each spectral component, as in wavelets. This leads to the S-transform introduced by Stockwell, Mansinha and Lowe (Stockwell & Mansinha 1996). Like the STFT, it is a time-localized Fourier spectrum which maintains the absolute phase of each localized frequency component. Unlike the STFT, though, the S-transform has a window whose height and width frequency-varying (Stockwell 1991).
The S-transform was originally defined with a Gaussian window whose standard deviation is scaled to be equal to one wavelength of the complex Fourier spectrum. The original expression of S-transform as presented in (Stockwell 1991; Stockwell & Mansinha 1996) is

\[ S(\tau,f) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{2\pi}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} x(t) e^{-\frac{(t-\tau)^2}{2}} e^{-i2\pi ft} dt. \]  

(6)

The normalizing factor of \( f/ \sqrt{2\pi} \) in (1) ensures that, when integrated over all \( \tau \), \( S(\tau,f) \) converges to \( X(f) \), the Fourier transform of \( x(t) \)

\[ \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} S(\tau,f) e^{i2\pi ft} d\tau = X(f) \]  

(7)

It is clear from (2) that \( x(t) \) can be obtained from \( S(\tau,f) \). Therefore, S-transform is invertible.

Let \( x[kT] \), \( k = 0,1,...,N-1 \) denote a discrete time series, corresponding to \( x(t) \), with a time sampling interval of \( T \). The discrete Fourier transform is given by

\[ X \left[ \frac{n}{NT} \right] = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} x[kT] e^{-i2\pi nk/N} \]  

(8)

where \( N = 0,1,...,N-1 \). In the discrete case, the S-transform is the projection of the vector defined by the time series \( x[kT] \) onto a spanning set of vectors. The spanning vectors are not orthogonal, and the elements of the S-transform are not independent. Each basis vectors (of the Fourier transform) is divided into \( N \) localized vectors by an element-by-element product with \( N \) shifted Gaussians, such that the sum of these \( N \) localized vectors is the original basis vector.

Letting \( f \rightarrow n/NT \) and \( \tau \rightarrow jT \), the discrete version of the S-transform is given in (Stockwell & Mansinha 1996) as follows:

\[ S \left[ \frac{j}{NT}, \frac{n}{NT} \right] = \sum_{m=0}^{N-1} X \left[ \frac{m+n}{NT} \right] e^{-\frac{2\pi^2 m^2}{N^2}} e^{-i2\pi \frac{m\tau}{N}} \]  

(9)

and for the \( n = 0 \) voice is equal to the constant defined as

\[ S \left[ jT,0 \right] = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{m=0}^{N-1} x(m/NT) \]  

(10)

where \( j, m \) and \( n = 0,1,...,N-1 \). Equation (5) puts the constant average of the time series into the zero frequency voice, thus assuring the inverse is exact for the general time series.

Besides, standard ST suffers from poor energy concentration in the time-frequency domain. It gives degradation in time resolution at lower frequency and poor frequency resolution at higher frequency. In (Sahu et al., 2009) a modified Gaussian window has been proposed which scales with the frequency in an efficient manner to provide improved energy concentration of the S-transform. In this improved ST scheme the window function has been considered as the same Gaussian window but, an additional parameter \( \delta \) is introduced into the Gaussian window where its width varies with frequency as follows (Sahu et al., 2009):
\[ \sigma(f) = \frac{\delta}{|f|} \]  

(11)

Hence the generalized ST becomes

\[ S(\tau, f, \delta) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} x(t) \frac{|f|}{\sqrt{2\pi\delta}} e^{-\frac{(t-\tau)^2}{4\pi\delta}} e^{-j2\pi ft} dt \]  

(12)

where the Gaussian window becomes

\[ g(t, f, \delta) = \frac{|f|}{\sqrt{2\pi\delta}} e^{-\frac{t^2}{2\delta}} \]  

(13)

and its frequency domain representation is

\[ G(\alpha, f, \delta) = e^{-\frac{2\pi\alpha^2\delta^2}{t^2}} \]  

(14)

The adjustable parameter \( \delta \) represents the number of periods of Fourier sinusoid that are contained within one standard deviation of the Gaussian window. If \( \delta \) is too small the Gaussian window retains very few cycles of the sinusoid. Hence the frequency resolution degrades at higher frequencies. If \( \delta \) is too high the window retains more sinusoids within it. As a result the time resolution degrades at lower frequencies. It indicates that the \( \delta \) value should be varied judiciously so that it would give better energy distribution in the time-frequency plane. The trade off between the time-frequency resolutions can be reduced by optimally varying the window width with the parameter \( \delta \). At lower \( \delta \) value (\( \delta < 1 \)) the window widens more with less sinusoids within it, thereby it catches the low frequency components effectively. At higher \( \delta \) value (\( \delta > 1 \)) the window width decreases more with more sinusoids within it, thereby it resolves the high frequency components better. The parameter \( \delta \) is varied linearly with frequency within a certain range as given by (Stockwell 1991):

\[ \delta(f) = kf \]  

(15)

where \( k \) is the slope of the linear curve. The discrete version of (6) is used to compute the discrete IST by taking the advantage of the efficiency of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and the convolution theorem.

### 4.4 Hyperbolic S-transform

The S-transform has an advantage that it provides multi-resolution analysis while retaining the absolute phase of each frequency. But the Gaussian window has no parameter to allow its width to be adjusted in the time or frequency domain. Hence, the generalized ST which has a greater control over the window function has been introduced in (Pinnega & Mansinha 2003). Thus, at high frequencies, where the window is narrow and time resolution is good in any case, a more symmetrical window should be used. At low frequencies, where the window is wider and frequency resolution is less critical, a more asymmetrical window may be used to prevent the event from appearing too far ahead on the S-transform. This
concept led us to design the “hyperbolic” window $w_{HY}$. The hyperbolic window is a pseudo-Gaussian, obtained from the generalized window as follows (Pinnega & Mansinha 2003):

$$w_{HY} = \frac{2|t|}{\sqrt{2\pi(\gamma^2_{HY} + \gamma^2_{HY})}} \exp \left\{ \frac{-f^2}{2} \right\} X(t, \gamma_{HY}, \gamma_{HY}, \lambda_{HY})$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

where

$$X(t, \gamma_{HY}, \gamma_{HY}, \lambda_{HY}) = \frac{\gamma^2_{HY} + \gamma^2_{HY} (t - \tau - \zeta) + \frac{\gamma^2_{HY} - \gamma^2_{HY}}{2\gamma^2_{HY}\gamma^2_{HY}} \sqrt{(t - \tau - \zeta)^2 + \lambda^2_{HY}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

In equation (4), $X$ is a hyperbola in $(\tau - t)$ which depends upon a backward-taper parameter $\gamma^0_{HY}$, a forward-taper parameter $\gamma^0_{HY}$ (we assume $0 < \gamma^0_{HY} < \gamma^0_{HY}$), and a positive curvature parameter $\lambda_{HY}$ which has units of time. The translation by $\zeta$ ensures that the peak of $w_{HY}$ occurs at $(\tau - t) = 0$; $\zeta$ is defined by

$$\zeta = \sqrt{\frac{(\gamma^2_{HY} - \gamma^2_{HY})^2 \lambda^2_{HY}}{4\gamma^2_{HY}\gamma^2_{HY}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

The output of HST is a $N \times M$ matrix with complex values and is called the HS-Matrix whose rows pertain to frequency and whose columns pertain to time. Important information in terms of magnitude, phase and frequency can be extracted from the S-matrix. Feature extraction is done by applying standard statistical techniques to the S-matrix. Many features such as amplitude, slope (or gradient) of amplitude, time of occurrence, mean, standard deviation and energy of the transformed signal are widely used for proper classification. Some extracted features based on S-transform are (Mishra et al., 2008; Gargoom et al., 2008).

- Standard deviation of magnitude contour.
- Energy of the magnitude contour.
- Standard deviation of the frequency contour.
- Energy of the of the frequency contour.
- Standard deviation of phase contour.

### 4.5 Slantlet Transform

Selesnick in (Selesnick 1999) has proposed new transform method called Slantlet Transform (SLT) in signal processing application. The SLT primarily based on an improved model of Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) has evolved. The DWT utilize tree structure for implementation whereas the SLT filter-bank is implemented in type of a parallel structure with shorter support of component filters.

For better comparison between DWT and SLT, let two-scale orthogonal DWT namely $D_2$ (which is proposed by Daubechies) and also the corresponding filter-bank actualized by SLT. It is potential to implement filters of shorter length whereas satisfying orthogonality and zero moment conditions (Selesnick 1999; Panda et al., 2002).
Recently, the SLT with improved time localization compared to DWT, is applicable in signal processing and data compression. In (Panda et al., 2002), the SLT used as a tool in making an effective method for compression of power quality disturbances. Data compression and reconstruction of impulse, sag, swell, harmonics, interruption, oscillatory transient and voltage flicker by using two-scale SLT was implemented. Transforming of input signal by SLT, thresholding of transformed coefficients and reconstruction by inverse SLT are three main step of proposed method. Input data are generated using MATLAB code at sampling rate of 3 kHz. The obtained results, in (Panda et al., 2002), indicate SLT based compressing algorithm achieve better performance compared to Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and DWT.

Power quality events classification system contains SLT and fuzzy logic based classifier proposed in (Meher 2008). The decomposition level using SLT was selected as 3. Five feature from SLT coefficient are selected as attributes to classification of disturbances. Six power quality events: sag, swell, interruption, transients, notch and spike are generated by MATLAB code at a sampling frequency of 5 kHz and up to 10 cycles. Under noisy conditions the proposed method is evaluated.

In (Hsieh et al., 2010), authors has implemented field programmable gate array (FPGA)-based hardware realization for identification of electrical power system disturbances. For each cycles of voltage interruption, sag, swell, harmonics and transient, 2950 points sampled and examined.

### 4.6 Hilbert Transform

The Hilbert Transform (HT) is a signal processing method technique which is a linear operator in the mathematics. The HT of a signal $x(t)$: $H[x(t)]$ is defined as (Kschischang 2006):

$$H[x(t)] = x(t) \ast \frac{1}{\pi t} = \frac{1}{\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{x(\tau)}{t-\tau} d\tau = \frac{1}{\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{x(t-\tau)}{\tau} d\tau$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

where $\tau$ is the shifting operator. The HT can be considered as the convolution of $x(t)$ with the signal $\frac{1}{\pi t}$.

Clearly the HT of a signal $x(t)$ in a time domain is another time domain signal $H[x(t)]$. The output of the HT is 90 degree phase shift of the original signal (Shukla et al., 2009).

A pattern recognition system has been proposed in (Jayasree et al., 2010) based on HT. The envelope of the power quality disturbances are calculated by using HT. The type of the power quality events is detected by the shape of the envelope. Some statistical information from the coefficients of HT is used. Means, standard deviation, peak value and energy of the HT coefficient are employed as input vector of the neural network classifier. Data generation is done by MATLAB/simulink. Sag, swell, transients, harmonics and voltage fluctuation along with normal signal were considered in (Jayasree et al., 2010). 500 samples from each class which were sample at 256 point/cycle with normal frequency 50 Hz. The method of (Jayasree et al., 2010) shows the HT features less sensitive to noise level.

The combination of EMD and HT are suggested in (Shukla et al., 2009). The HT is applied to first three IMF extracted from EMD to assess instantaneous amplitude and phase which are then employed for feature vector construction. The pattern recognition system used PNN classifier for identification the various power quality events.
Nine types of power quality disturbances are generated in MATLAB with a sampling frequency 3.2 kHz. The events are as follows: sag, swell, harmonics, flicker, notch, spike, transients, sag with harmonics, and swell with harmonics. Moreover, the efficiency of the method is compared to ST.

4.7 Empirical Mode Decomposition

The Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) is as key part of Hilbert-hung transform. The EMD is a technique for generation Intrinsic Mode Function (IMF) from non-linear and non-stationary signals.

An IMF which is belonging to a collection of IMF must be satisfied the following conditions (Huang et al., 1998; Rilling et al., 2003; Flandrin et al., 2004):
1. In the raw signal, the number of extrema and the number of zero-crossing must be equal (or extremely one number difference)
2. At any point, the mean value of the envelope specified by the local maxima and the envelope specified by the local minima is zero.

The decomposition procedure of EMD as called “sifting process”. The sifting process is used to extract IMF. The following steps to generate the IMF for signal $X(t)$, should be run:
- Determination of all extrema of raw signal $X(t)$
- Using interpolation of local maxima and minima
- Calculation $m_1$ as the mean of upper and lower envelop which are obtained from previous step
- Calculation of first component $h_1$: $h_1 = X(t) - m_1$
- $h_i$ is treated as the raw date, then, by same process to obtain $m_1$, $m_i$, is also calculated and $h_{i+1} = h_i - m_{i+1}$
- The sifting process is repeated $k$ times, until $h_{1k}$ is an IMF, that is: $h_{1(k-1)} - m_{1k} = h_{1k}$
- It is considered as the first IMF from the raw data $c_1 = h_{1k}$
- The first extracted IMF component contains the shortest period variation in the data.

For the stopping of the sifting process, the residual, $r$, can be defined by $X(t) - c_1 = r_1$. The residue, $r_1$ treated as a new raw data and consequently same sifting procedure, as explained above, is applied. This algorithm can be repeated on $r_1$: $r_{n-1} - c_n = r_n$ until all $r_i$ are obtained. Last $r_i$ can be calculated when the more IMF cannot be extracted in fact $r_n$ becomes a monotonic function. Finally, From the above equations it is obtained:

$$X(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} c_i + r_n.$$  

Therefore, a decomposition of the data into n-EMD modes is obtained (Huang et al., 1998).

In a few paper the EMD is applied for identification of different power quality events. One of the main reasons is the EMD method is relatively new. The high speed of the EMD is the most important advantage of the algorithm because all procedure is done in time domain only.

In (Lu et al., 2005) EMD proposed as a signal processing tool for power quality monitoring. The EMD has the ability to detect and localize transient features of power disturbances. In order to evaluate the proposed method, periodical notch, voltage dip, and oscillatory transient have been investigated. Three calculated IMF, $c_1$, $c_2$, and $c_3$, show the ability of the EMD to extract important features from several types of power quality disturbances.
sampling frequency used in (Lu et al., 2005) is 5 kHz and the noisy condition, where signal to noise ratio value is about 26 dB, is considered.

5. Classification techniques

5.1 Feed Forward Neural Networks (FFNN)

Neural networks are composed of simple elements operating in parallel. These elements are inspired by biological nervous systems. As in nature, the connections between elements largely determine the network function. Neural networks can be trained to perform a particular function by adjusting the values of the connections (weights and biases) between elements. Generally, neural networks are adjusted, or trained, so that a particular input leads desired target output. The network is adjusted, based on a comparison of the output and the target, until the network output matches the target. Usually, many such input/target pairs are needed to train a network. Neural networks have been trained to perform complex functions in various fields, including pattern recognition, identification, classification, speech, vision, and control systems.

Neural networks can also be trained to solve problems that are difficult for conventional computers or human beings. Neural networks are usually applied for one of the three following goals:

- Training a neural network to fit a function
- Training a neural network to recognize patterns
- Training a neural network to cluster data

The training process requires a set of examples of proper network behavior i.e. network inputs and target outputs. During training the weights and biases of the network are iteratively adjusted to minimize the network performance function (Moravej et al., 2002).

5.2 Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN)

The RBFN model (Mao et al., 2000) consists of three layers: the inputs and hidden and output layers. The input space can either be normalized or an actual representation can be used. This is then fed to the associative cells of the hidden layer, which acts as a transfer function. The hidden layer consists of radial basis function like a sigmoidal function used in MLP network. The output layer is a linear layer. The RBF is similar to Gaussian density function, which is defined by the “center” position and “width” parameter. The RBF gives the maximum output when the input to the neuron is at the center and the output decreases away from the center. The width parameter determines the rate of decrease of the function as the input pattern distance increases from the center position. Each hidden neuron receives as net input the distance between its weight vector and the input vector. The output of the RBF layer is given as

\[ O_k = \exp(-|X - C_k|^2 / 2\sigma_k^2) \]

(20)

where \( K = 1, 2, ..., N \), where \( N \) is the number of hidden nodes

\( O_k \) = output of the \( K \) th node of the hidden layer

\( X \) = input pattern vector

\( C_k \) = center of the RBF of \( K \) th node of the hidden layer

\( \sigma_k \) = spread of the \( K \) th RBF
Each neuron in the hidden layer outputs a value depending on its weight from the center of the RBF. The RBFN uses a Gaussian transfer function in the hidden layer and linear function in the output layer. The output of the $j$th node of the linear layer is given by

$$Y_j = W_j^T O_j$$

(21)

where $j = 1, 2, ..., M$, where $M$ is the number of output nodes

$Y_j$ = output of the $j$th node

$W_j$ = weight vector for node $j$

$O_j$ = output vector from the $j$th hidden layer (can be augmented with bias vector)

Choosing the spread of the RBF depends on the pattern to be classified. The learning process undertaken by a RBF network may be visualized as follows. The linear weights associated with the output units of the network tend to evolve on a different “time scale” compared to the nonlinear activation functions of the hidden units. Thus, as the hidden layer’s activation functions evolve slowly in accordance with some nonlinear optimization strategy, the output layer’s weights adjust themselves rapidly through a linear optimization strategy. The important point to note is that the different layers of an RBF network perform different tasks, and so it is reasonable to separate the optimization of the hidden and output layers of the network by using different techniques, and perhaps operating on different time scales. There are different learning strategies that can be followed in the design of an RBF network, depending on how the centers of the radial basis functions of the network are specified. Essentially following three approaches are in use:

- Fixed centers selected at random
- Self-organized selection of centers
- Supervised selection of centers

### 5.3 Probabilistic neural network (PNN)

The PNN was first proposed in (Spetch 1990; Mao et al., 2000). The development of PNN relies on the Parzen window concept of multivariate probability estimates. The PNN combines the Baye’s strategy for decision-making with a non-parametric estimator for obtaining the Probability Density Function (PDF) (Spetch 1990; Mao et al., 2000). The PNN architecture includes four layers; input, pattern, summation, and output layers. The input nodes are the set of measurements. The second layer consists of the Gaussian functions formed using the given set of data points as centers. The third layer performs an average operation of the outputs from the second layer for each class. The fourth layer performs a vote, selecting the largest value. The associated class label is then determined (Spetch 1990). The input layer unit does not perform any computation and simply distributes the input to the neurons. The most important advantages of PNN classifier are as below:

- Training process is very fast
- An inherent parallel structure
- It converges to an optimal classifier as the size of the representative training set increases
- There are not local minima issues
- Training patterns can be added or removed without extensive retraining
5.4 Support vector machines (SVMs)

The SVM finds an optimal separating hyperplane by maximizing the margin between the separating hyperplane and the data (Cortes et al., 1995; Vapnik 1998; Steinwart 2008, Moravej et al., 2009). Suppose a set of data \( T = \{x_i, y_i\}_{i=1}^{m} \) where \( x_i \in \mathbb{R}^n \) denotes the feature vectors, \( y_i \in \{+1,-1\} \) stands for two classes, and \( m \) is the sample number, if two classes are linearly separable, the hyperplane \( f(x) = 0 \) can be determined such that separates the given feature vectors.

\[
f(x) = w \cdot x + b = \sum_{i=1}^{m} w_i x_i + b = 0
\]  

(22)

where \( w \) and \( b \) denote the weight vector and the bias term, respectively. The position of the separating hyperplane is defined by setting these parameters. Thus the separating hyperplane satisfy the following constraints:

\[
y_i f(x_i) = y_i (w \cdot x_i + b) \geq 1, \quad i = 1,2,...,m
\]  

(23)

\( \xi_i \) are positive slack variables that measure the distance between the margin and the vectors \( x_i \) that lie on the incorrect side of the margin. Then, in order to obtain the optimal hyperplane, the following optimization problem must be solved:

\[
\text{Minimize} \quad \frac{1}{2} \|w\|^2 + C \sum_{i=1}^{m} \xi_i, \quad i = 1,2,...,m
\]

subject to

\[
y_i (w \cdot x_i + b) \geq 1 - \xi_i
\]

\[
\xi_i \geq 0
\]  

(24)

where \( C \) is the error penalty.

By introducing the Lagrangian multipliers \( \alpha_i \), the above-mentioned optimization problem is transformed into the dual quadratic optimization problem, as follows:

\[
\text{Maximize} \quad L(\alpha) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \alpha_i - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i,j=1}^{m} \alpha_i \alpha_j y_i y_j (x_i \cdot x_j)
\]

(25)

Subject to

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{m} \alpha_i y_i = 0, \quad \alpha_i \geq 0, \quad i = 1,2,...,m
\]  

(26)

Thus, the linear decision function is created by solving the dual optimization problem, which is defined as:

\[
f(x) = \text{sign} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{m} \alpha_i y_i (x_i \cdot x_i) + b \right)
\]  

(27)

If the linear classification is not possible, the nonlinear mapping function \( \phi \) can be used to map the original data \( x \) into a high dimensional feature space that the linear classification is possible. Then, the nonlinear decision function is:

\[
f(x) = \text{sign} \left( \sum_{i,j=1}^{m} \alpha_i y_i K(x_i, x_j) + b \right)
\]  

(28)
where \( K(x_i,x_j) \) is called the kernel function, \( K(x_i,x_j) = \phi(x_i)\phi(x_j) \). Linear, polynomial, Gaussian radial basis function and sigmoid are the most commonly used kernel functions (Cortes et al., 1995; Vapnik 1998; Steinwart 2008). To classify more than two classes, two simple approaches could be applied. The first approach uses a class by class comparison technique with several machines and combines the outputs using some decision rule. The second approach for solving the multiple class detection problem using SVMs is to compare one class against all others, therefore, the number of machines is the same number of classes. These two methods have been described in details in (Steinwart 2008).

5.5 Relevance Vector Machines

Michael E. Tipping proposed Relevance Vector Machine (RVM) in 2001 (Tipping 2000). It assumes knowledge of probability in the areas of Bayes’ theorem and Gaussian distributions including marginal and conditional Gaussian distributions (Fletcher 2010). RVMs are established upon a Bayesian formulation of a linear model with an appropriate prior that cause a sparse representation. Consequently, they can generalize well and provide inferences at low computational cost (Tzikas 2006; Tipping 2000). The main formulation of RVMs is presented in (Tipping 2000).

New combination of WT and RVMs are suggested in (Moravej et al., 2011a) for automatic classification of power quality events. The Authors in (Moravej et al., 2011a) employed the WT techniques to extract the feature from details and approximation waves. The constructed feature vectors as input of RVM classifier are applied for training the machines to monitoring the power quality events. The feature extracted from various power quality signals are as follow:
1. Standard deviation of level 2 of detail.
2. Minimum value of absolute of level \( n \) of approximation. (\( n \) is desirable decomposition levels)
3. Mean of average of absolute of all level of details.
4. Mean of disturbances energy.
5. Energy of level 3 of detail.
6. RMS value of main signal.
Sag, swell, interruption, harmonics, swell with harmonics, sag with harmonics, transient, and flicker, was studied. Data is generated by parametric equation an MATLAB environment. The procedure of classification is tested in noisy conditions and the results show the efficiency of the method. The CVC method for classification of nine power quality events is proposed. First time that RVM based classifier for recognition of power quality events is applied in (Moravej et al., 2011a).

5.6 Logistic Model Tree and Decision Tree

Logistic Model Tree (LMT) is a machine for supervised learning issues. The LMT combines linear logistic regression and tree induction. The LogitBoost algorithm for building the structure of logistic regression functions at the nodes of a tree is used. Also, the renowned Classification and Regression Tree (ACRT) algorithm for pruning are employed. The LogitBoost is employed to pick the foremost relevant attributes in the data when performing logistic regression by performing a simple regression in each iteration and stopping before convergence to the maximum likelihood solution. The LMT does not require any tuning of parameters by the user (Landwehr 2005; Moravej et al., 2011b).
A LMT includes standard Decision Tree (DT) (Kohavi & Quinlan 1999) structure with logistic regression functions at the leaves. Compared to ordinary DTs, a test on one of the attributes is related to every inner node.

The new combination as pattern recognition system has been proposed in (Moravej et al., 2011b). The Authors used LMT based classifier for identification of nine power quality disturbances. Sag, swell, interruption, harmonics, transient, and flicker, was studied. Simultaneously disturbances consisting of sag and harmonics, as well as swell and harmonics, are also considered. Data is generated by parametric equation an MATLAB environment. The sampling frequency is 3.2 kHz. The feature vector composed of four features extracted by ST method. In (Moravej et al., 2011b), the features are based on the Standard Deviation (SD) and energy of the transformed signal and are extracted as follows:

Feature 1: SD of the dataset comprising the elements corresponding to the maximum magnitude of each column of the S-matrix.
Feature 2: Energy of the dataset comprising of the elements corresponding to the maximum magnitude of each column of the S-matrix.
Feature 3: SD of the dataset values corresponding to the maximum value of each row of the S-matrix.
Feature 4: Energy of the dataset values corresponding to the maximum value of each row of the S-matrix.

For classification of power quality disturbances, 100 cases of each class are generated for the training phase, and another 100 cases are generated for the testing phase (Moravej et al., 2011b). The Sensitivity of the algorithm, in (Moravej et al., 2011b), is also investigated under noisy condition.

6. Pattern recognition techniques

The functionality of an automated pattern recognition system can be divided into two basic tasks, as shown in Fig. 1: the description task generates attributes of PQ disturbances using feature extraction techniques, and the classification task assigns a group label to the PQ disturbance based on those attributes with a classifier. The description and classification tasks work together to determine the most accurate label for each unlabeled object analyzed by the pattern recognition system (Moravej et al., 2010; Moravej et al., 2011a).

Feature extraction is a critical stage because it reduces the dimension of input data to be handled by the classifier. The features which truly discriminate among groups will assist in identification, while the lack of such features can prevent the classification task from arriving at an accurate identification. The final result of the description task is a set of features, commonly called a feature vector, which constitutes a representation of the data. The classification task uses a classifier to map a feature vector to a group. Such a mapping can be specified by hand or, more commonly, a training phase is used to induce the mapping from a collection of feature vectors known to be the representative of the various groups among which discrimination is being performed (i.e., the training set). Once formulated, the mapping can be used to assign identification to each unlabeled feature vector subsequently presented to the classifier. So, it is obvious that a good feature extraction technique should be able to derive significant feature vectors in an automated way along with determining less number of relevant features to characterize the complete systems. Thus, the subsequent computational burden of the classifier can be reduced.
7. Feature selection

By removing the most irrelevant and redundant features from the data, feature selection helps to improve the performance of learning models by alleviating the effect of the curse of dimensionality, enhancing generalization capability, speeding up learning process and improving model interpretability. If the size of initial feature set is large, exhaustive search may not be feasible due to processing time considerations. In that case, a suboptimal selection algorithm is preferred. However, none of these algorithms guarantee that the best feature set is obtained. The selection methods provide useful information about superiority of selected features, superiority of feature selection strategy and the relation between the useful features and the desired feature size (Gunal et al., 2009). Generally the feature selection methods give answer to some question arises from PQ classification problem as follows.

7.1 Filter

Filter type methods are based on data processing or data filtering methods. Features are selected based on the intrinsic characteristics, which determine their relevance or discriminate powers with regard to the targeted classes. Some of these methods are described as follows (Proceedings of the Workshop on Feature Selection for Data Mining).
7.1.1 Correlation
A correlation function is the correlation between random variables at two different points in space or time, usually as a function of the spatial or temporal distance between the points. If one considers the correlation function between random variables representing the same quantity measured at two different points then this is often referred to as an autocorrelation function being made up of autocorrelations. Correlation functions of different random variables are sometimes called cross correlation functions to emphasize that different variables are being considered and because they are made up of cross correlations. Correlation functions are a useful indicator of dependencies as a function of distance in time or space, and they can be used to assess the distance required between sample points for the values to be effectively uncorrelated. In addition, they can form the basis of rules for interpolating values at points for which there are observations.

The most familiar measure of dependence between two quantities is the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, or "Pearson's correlation." It is obtained by dividing the covariance of the two variables by the product of their standard deviations. The population correlation coefficient \( \rho_{X,Y} \) between two random variables \( X \) and \( Y \) with expected values \( \mu_X \) and \( \mu_Y \) and standard deviations \( \sigma_X \) and \( \sigma_Y \) is defined as (Rodgers & Nicewander 1988; Dowdy & Wearden 1983):

\[
\rho_{X,Y} = \text{corr}(X,Y) = \frac{\text{cov}(X,Y)}{\sigma_X \sigma_Y} = \frac{E[(X-\mu_X)(Y-\mu_Y)]}{\sigma_X \sigma_Y}
\]

(29)

where \( E \) is the expected value operator, \( \text{cov} \) means covariance, and, \( \text{corr} \) a widely used alternative notation for Pearson's correlation.

The Pearson correlation is +1 in the case of a perfect positive (increasing) linear relationship (correlation), −1 in the case of a perfect decreasing (negative) linear relationship (anticorrelation), and some value between −1 and 1 in all other cases, indicating the degree of linear dependence between the variables. As it approaches zero there is less of a relationship (closer to uncorrelated). The closer the coefficient is to either −1 or 1, the stronger the correlation between the variables. Some feature can be selected from feature space based on the obtained correlation coefficient of potential features.

7.1.2 Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient (PMCC)
For each signal, a set of features may be extracted that characterize the signal. The purpose of the feature selection is to reduce the dimension of feature vector while maintaining admissible classification accuracy. In order to, select the most meaningful features Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient (PMCC or Pearson correlation) method has been applied to feature vector obtained in feature extraction step.

The Pearson correlation between two variables \( X \) and \( Y \), giving a value between +1 and -1. A correlation of +1 means that there is a perfect positive linear relationship between variables. A correlation of -1 means that there is a perfect negative linear relationship between variables. A correlation of 0 means there is no linear relationship between the two variables.

Pearson’s correlation coefficient between two variables is computed as (Son & Baek 2008):

\[
r = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(X_i - \bar{X})(Y_i - \bar{Y})}{(n-1)S_X S_Y}
\]

(30)
where
\( r \) : correlation coefficient
\( \bar{X}, \bar{Y} \) : the means of \( X \) and \( Y \) respectively
\( S_x, S_y \) : the standard deviation of \( X \) and \( Y \) respectively.

The correlation coefficient \( r \) is selected as 0.95, 0.9, and 0.85 respectively. The extracted features, those have correlation more than \( r \) will be removed automatically. The dimension reduction of the feature vector has several advantages including: low computational burden for training and testing phases of machine learning, high speed of training phase, and minimization of misclassifications.

Afterwards, feature normalization is applied to ensure that each feature in a feature vector is properly scaled. Therefore, the different features are equally weighted as an input of classifiers.

### 7.1.3 Minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance (MRMR)

The MRMR method that considers the linear independency of the feature vectors as well as their relevance to the output variable so it can remove redundant information and collinear candidate inputs in addition to the irrelevant candidates. This technique is done in two steps. At first if the mutual information between a candidate variable and output feature is greater than a pre specified value then it is kept for further processing else it is discarded. This is the first step of the feature selection technique ("Maximum Relevance" part of the MRMR principle). In the next step, the cross-correlation is performed on the retained features obtained from the first step. If the correlation coefficient between two selected features is smaller than a pre specified value both features are retained; else, only the features with largest mutual information are retained. The cross-correlation process is the second step of the feature selection technique ("Minimum Redundancy" part of the MRMR principle) (Peng et al., 2005). So, the proposed feature selection technique is composed of a mutual information based filter to remove irrelevant candidate inputs and a correlation based filter to remove collinear and redundant candidates. Two thresholds values must be determined for two applied filters in the first and second steps. Retained variables after the two steps of the feature selection are selected as the input of the forecast engine. In order to obtain an efficient classification scheme, threshold values (adjustable parameters) must be fine tuned.

### 7.2 Wrapper

Wrapper based methods use a search algorithm to seek through the space of possible features and evaluate each subset by running a model on the selected subset. Wrappers usually need huge computational process and have a risk of over fitting to the model.

#### 7.2.1 Sequential forward selection

Sequential forward selection was first proposed in (Whitney 1971). It operates in the bottom-to-top manner. The selection procedure begins with a null subset initially. Then, at each step, the feature that maximizes the criterion function is added to the current subset. This procedure continues until the requested number of features is selected. The nesting effect is present such that a feature added into the set in a step can not be removed in the subsequent steps (Gunal et al., 2009). As a consequence, SFS method can yield only the suboptimal result.
7.2.2 Sequential backward selection
Sequential backward selection method proposed in works in a top-to-bottom manner (Marill & Green 1963). It is the reverse case of SFS method. Initially, complete feature set is considered. At each step, a single feature is removed from the current set so that the criterion function is maximized for the remaining features within the set. The removal operation continues until the desired number of features is obtained. Once a feature is eliminated from the set, it can not enter into the set in the subsequent steps (Gunal et al., 2009).

7.2.3 Genetic algorithm
Genetic algorithms belong to the larger class of Evolutionary Algorithms (EA), which generate solutions to optimization problems using techniques inspired by natural evolution, such as mutation, selection, and crossover. The evolution usually starts from a population of randomly generated individuals and happens in generations. In each generation, the fitness of every individual in the population is evaluated, multiple individuals are stochastically selected from the current population based on their fitness, and modified (recombined and possibly randomly mutated) to form a new population. The new population is then used in the next iteration of the algorithm. Commonly, the algorithm terminates when either a maximum number of generations has been produced, or a satisfactory fitness level has been reached for the population (Yang & Honavar 1998). The chromosomes are encoded with {0, 1} binary alphabet. In a chromosome, “1” indicates the selected features while “0” indicates the unselected ones. For example, a chromosome defined as:

\[ \{1 \ 0 \ 1 \ 0 \ 1 \ 1 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 1\} \quad (31) \]

specifies that the features with index 1, 3, 5, 6, and 10 are selected while the others are unselected. The fitness value corresponding to a chromosome is usually defined as the classification accuracy obtained with the selected features.

7.2.4 Generalized sequential forward selection (GSFS)
In generalized version of SFS, instead of single feature, n features are added to the current feature set at each step (Kittler 1978). The nesting effect is still present.

7.2.5 Generalized sequential backward selection (GSBS)
In generalized form of SBS (GSBS), instead of single feature, n features are removed from the current feature set at each step. The nesting effect is present here, too (Kittler 1978).

7.2.6 Plus-l takeaway-r (PTA)
The nesting effect present in SFS and SBS can be partly avoided by moving in the reverse direction of selection for certain number of steps. With this purpose, at each step, l features are selected using SFS and then r features are removed with SBS. This method is called as PTA (Stearn 1976). Although the nesting effect is reduced with respect to SFS and SBS, PTA still provides suboptimal results.

7.2.7 Sequential forward floating selection (SFFS)
Dynamic version of PTA leads to SFFS method. Unlike the PTA method that parameters l and r are fixed, they are float in each step (Pudil et al., 1994). Thus, sub-selection searching
process, different number of features can be added to or removed from the set until a better criterion value is attained. The flexible structure of SFSS causes the feature dimension to be different in each step.

8. Review of proposed pattern recognition algorithms and conclusions

In the Table 1 some references are mentioned which use the pattern recognition schemes for detection of power quality events. These detection algorithms are composed of combination a feature extraction and a classification method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Moravej et al., 2010; Eristi &amp; Demir 2010)</td>
<td>WT+SVM</td>
<td>(Behera et al., 2010)</td>
<td>ST+Fuzzy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Moravej et al., 2011a)</td>
<td>WT+RVM</td>
<td>(Huang et al., 2010)</td>
<td>HST+PNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Moravej et al., 2011b)</td>
<td>ST+LMT</td>
<td>(Meher 2008)</td>
<td>SLT+Fuzzy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(RathinaPrabha 2009; Hooshmand &amp; Enshaee 2010)</td>
<td>DFT+Fuzzy</td>
<td>(Jayasree et al., 2010)</td>
<td>HT+RBFN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mehera et al., 2004; Kaewarsa et al., 2008)</td>
<td>WT+ANN</td>
<td>(Mishra et al., 2008)</td>
<td>ST+PNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Liao &amp; Lee 2004; Hooshmand &amp; Enshaee 2010)</td>
<td>WT+Fuzzy</td>
<td>(Zhang et al., 2011)</td>
<td>DFT+DT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Uyar et al., 2009; Hooshmand &amp; Enshaee 2010)</td>
<td>ST+ANN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Review of proposed pattern recognition algorithms

Power Quality is a term used to broadly encompass the entire scope of interaction among electrical suppliers, the environment, the systems and products energized, and the users of those systems and products. It is more than the delivery of "clean" electric power that complies with industry standards. It involves the maintainability of that power, the design, selection, and the installation of every piece of hardware and software in the electrical energy system.

Many algorithms have been proposed for detection and classification of power quality events. Pattern recognitions schemes are very popular solution for detection of power quality events. The combinations of signal processing and classification tools have been widely applied in detection methods. The most useful features are extracted by analysis of signals and then they are discriminated by using a classifier or by definition of a proper index.
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